
You And I (in Norwegian: Du og eg)
by Tesha

I seldom can resist a good  
challenge…

And when I found an  
interesting stitch pattern in an  
old Crafts book in my shelves, I  
knew I could make it. 

The pattern was written in text,  
and for knitting back and forth,  
but that wasn’t too hard to alter.  
In addition, I found it a bit  
“clumsy”, so I made some  
changes to get smoother  
transitions.

The name? 
Well, take a close look at the two 
patterns, the cables and the lace.  
See how they “walk” together all  
the way, leaning at and  
supporting each other through 
good times and bad…

A tribute to my Dearest One  
through 34 years of marriage.

Finished size: to fit a woman
Yarn: Fingering-weight yarn, I’ve used Filcolana Arwetta Classic for these
Needles: 2,5 mm (US #2), 80 cm long (Magic Loop)
Gauge: 30 stitches = 10 cm (4 inches)
Notions:  Stitch marker, Tapestry needle, Cable needle (or you can cable without a cable 
needle, as I do)

http://tesha.wordpress.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ogMAdvojRlE&NR=1


Leg
Loosely CO 65 sts. Join for working in the rnd, being careful not to twitch sts. Work Round 0 
of Leg chart (repeat the 13 sts of the chart 5 times) for 12 rnds (cuff).
Work Rnds 1-24 (5 repeats of the 13 sts each rnd) twice, and then, finally, Rnds 1-13.

Leg chart:                                                                       Foot chart:

C2R: Slip next 2 stitches to cable needle, hold to 
back of work, k2 from left needle, k2 from cable 
needle.
C2L: Slip next 2 stitches to cable needle, hold to 
front of work, k2 from left needle, k2 from cable 
needle.

Heel
Heel flap (reinforced heel)
Rearrange your sts by purling one sts and transferring it to the previous needle. The heel flap 
will be worked over the last 32 sts, leaving 33 sts for the top of the foot.
Row 1: (WS) *slip 1 pwise with yarn in front, p31.
Row 2: (RS)  *slip 1 pwise with yarn in back, k1* to end of row.
Rep Rows 1 and 2 until the heel flap measures app. 5 ½ cm., ending with a WS row. 

Turn heel
Work short-rows to shape heel as follows:
Row 1: (RS) K19, ssk, k1, turn.
Row 2: (WS) slip 1 pwise wyf, p7, p2tog, p1, turn.
Row 3: Slip 1 kwise wyb, knit to 1 st before gap produced by previous row, ssk (1 st from 
each side of gap), k1, turn.
Row 4: Slip 1 pwise wyf, purl to 1 st before gap, p 2tog, p1, turn.
Rep Rows 3 and 4 until all heel sts have been worked – 20 heel sts rem.



Shape Gussets
Pick up sts along selvedge edges of heel flap and rejoin for working in the rnd as follows:
Pick up and knit 1 st in each slipped stitch along edge of heel flap, and 1 stitch between base 
of heel flap and instep stitches. Place marker to indicate beginning of Foot Pattern. Work in 
established pattern (following Foot chart, row 1 equals row 14 of Leg chart) across top of foot 
(33 stitches). Place marker to indicate end of Foot Pattern. Pick up and knit 1 stitch between 
top of foot and base of heel flap, and 1 stitch in each slipped stitch along second edge of heel 
flap. Knit to marker.

Round 1 (decrease round): Knit to 3 stitches before Foot Pattern, k2tog, k1, work Foot 
Pattern (as established) to next marker, k1,ssk, knit to end of round.
Round 2 (even round): Knit to marker, work in Foot Pattern to next marker, knit to end of 
round.

Repeat rounds 1 and 2 until 32 stitches remain in stockinette section.

Continue working even rounds (but pattern as est on top of foot) until sock is 5 cm (2 inches) 
less than desired length. 2 ½ repeats of the Foot chart was perfect for me, ending after row 12.

Toe

Plain round: knit. Note: if you have 33 sts on top of the foot now, decrease 1 st during this 
first plain round. 
Decrease round: K to 3 stitches before next marker, k2tog, k1, move marker, k1, ssk, knit to 
3 stitches before next marker, k2tog, k1, move marker, k1, ssk, knit to end of round.

Alternate Plain and Decrease rounds until you have got a total of 20 sts . Finish with 
Kitchener stitch and weave in ends.

You can “visit” me as Tesha on Ravelry, 
or in my (Norwegian) blog:

 “mellom maskene…” (between the stitches)

I’ll appreciate to hear from you – either you’ve 
found errors you want to draw my attention to, or 
if you’ve enjoyed knitting ”You and I”, as I did…

Tesha

http://tesha.wordpress.com/
http://www.ravelry.com/people/Tesha



